
Deben CT5000RT integrated with EasyTom XL Ultra CT scanner from RX Solutions 
 

To perform these two in-situ-CT, a CT5000 RT 
Deben cell has been used in its compression mode 
with a 5kN loadcell and compression plattens. This 
device has been integrated into the RX Solutions 
EasyTom XL Ultra CT scanner equipped with a granite 
table, a large flat panel, an accurate air bearing rota-
tion stage and two Xray tubes. This setup covers a 
very large range of resolution down to 300nm and 
offers a very large volume to setup samples and 
equipment needed. 
 
Additionally, a specific mounting adaptor with a slip 
ring facilitate the Deben cell integration inside the 
system. It is then simply placed on the rotation stage 
as a standard sample holder and does not need any 
additional connection. Unlimited numbers of turns 
are then possible, which enables continuous rota-
tion during the test. 

IN-SITU CT 

An easy process to get unique results 

In many applications, understanding response to me-
chanical stress is critical to better understand mate-
rial behavior. While performing mechanical charac-
terization on a sample, it can be very challenging to 
observe its three dimensional structure evolution 
without interrupting the test and preserving the 
part. Non Destructive Testing (NDT), such as acous-
tic, electromagnetic, laser or thermal, are solutions 
to characterize a material without altering the test-
ed sample. However, it is very challenging to per-
form data acquisition while constraining the speci-
men because NDT techniques usually involve to re-
lease the part from external components during data 
acquisition. 
 
In-situ x-rays computed tomography gives access to 
three dimensional information during mechanical 
test thanks to the integration of a mechanical stage 
directly inside a CT system. This technique has be-
come a state of the art in lab microCT experiment, 
but how does it work exactly and how complicated is 
it to run such experiments ? 

As an example of the user-friendliness association 
between Deben and RX Solutions systems, two sam-
ples have been studied through in-situ-CT. The first 
specimen is a carbon fiber tube which has been bro-
ken under a monitored displacement. Cracks crea-
tion and propagation can be observed and give use-
ful information on its mechanical resistance. The sec-
ond one is a polymer foam structure which has been 
compressed to observe its geometrical deformation. 
 
 

Polymer foam structure observed with EasyTomXL and while being compressed with CT5000 



Slices through the reconstructed carbon fibre tube volume during its four loading steps 

Preparation of an in-situ-CT includes the following steps: 

       Sample:   Cut and fix  

       Deben cell:  Set mode (extension, compression), loadcell & clamps 

       System:   Set slip ring, rotation stage and geometry installation 

       Tomography:  Run x-ray tube, detector and scan quality configuration 

       Script:   Apply displacement, force and/or temperature 

CT Reconstruction is completed with RX Solutions proprietary XAct software which contains geometry corrections, artefact 
reduction algorithms (ring, beam hardening, metal, phase contrast…), filtered back projection method and batch reconstructions 
of multiple acquisitions. Multiple parameters can then be analysed such as, wall thickness, cell volume, void/inclusion ratio and 
crack propagation.  Once parameters are chosen, automatic analysis can be performed on each reconstructed volume. 

By automating the process, linking XAct and Deben proprietary MICROTEST software the complete acquisition sequence is 
automatic. Using Digital Image Correlation (DIC), it is also possible to get displacement, stress or strain fields all along the experi-
ment from 2D Xray images or 3D CT reconstructions. These results are obtained without releasing the sample from the begin-
ning to the end of the test. 

Fatigue cycles can also be implemented and three dimensional volumes easily reconstructed at different steps in order to ob-
serve step deformations. 

Thanks to the wide range of results that can be provided, in-situ X-ray computed tomography has many applications in various 
fields, among them can be listed the following: 

   •Bones  •Geology   •Polymers 
   •Ceramics  •Food industry  •Composites 
   •Foams  •Textiles   •Fluid dynamic 
   •Life sciences  •Biological   •3D printing 

In-situ-CT tests presented here requires loading to remain constant during CT acquisition to obtain a non blurred volume. How-
ever, with faster and faster scans possible thanks to new CT system development, 4D-CT might be the next step for in-situ-CT, 
getting closer to work which now has to be carried out at a Synchrotron. 

Carbon tube at the end of        

in-situ-CT 

Wall thickness analysis on  

polymer foam structure 


